
THE
LAW OF EVIDENCE

HISTORY OF THE LAw or EvIDENcE IN INDIA

A brief history of the Law of Evidence in India before the passing of' the Indian
Evidence Act, will show the object and necessity for a codified law of Evidence in
this country.

The I.nv in The Presidency Towns--Before the introduction of the Indian
Evidence Act, there was no complete or systematic enactment on the subject. Within
the Presidency towns of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, the courts established by
Royal Charter followed the English rules of Evidence. The Common and Statute
laws of England before 1726, were introduced in the Presidency Towns by the
Charter of that year.'

The Law In The Mofussil.—Outside the Presidency Towns, there were no fixed
rules of evidence. The law was vague and indefinite. The inofussil courts used to be
guided by occasional directions and a few rules regarding evidence and procedure
contained in the old Regulations made between 1793-1834. Vague customary law
also prevailed in some part of the country. In the following case decided in 1866,
PEACOCK C-J., laid down that the English Law of Evidence was not the law of the
mofussil courts and it was further held that the rules of evidence contained in the
Hindu and Mahomedan laws were also not applicable to those courts. There being no
definite and fixed rules of evidence, the administration of the law of evidence in the
mofussil was far from being satisfactory.

Attempt Towards Reform And The Passing Of Successive Acts Improve The
Law.—The first attempt towards reform was Act 10 of 1835 which was applicable to
all Courts in British India and dealt with the proof of the Acts of the Governor-
General in Council. 3 Between 1835 and 1853, a series of Acts were passed by the
Indian Legislature, introducing some reforms for the improvement of the Law of
Evidence, viz. Acts 10 of 1835,20 of 1837, 9 of 1840, 7 of 1844, 15 of 1852, 19 of
1853, These Acts embodies with some additions, many of the reforms which were
advocated by Bentharn and introduced in En g land by Lords Brougham and Denman.
A few of those English Acts may be noted here. The 3 and 4 Will. IV, C 92 which
swept away the restriction as to interested witnesses: the 6 and 7 Vie., c. 85 (Lord
Denman's Act, 1843) which declared that no witness should he excluded from giving
evidence either in person or by deposition by reason of incapacity for crime or
interest; the 9 and 10 Vie., c. 95 which declared parties to the proceeding, their wives
and all other persons, competent as witnesses in the County Courts; the 14 and 15
Vie., c. 95 (Lord Brougham's Act, 1851) which declared the parties and the person
oil behalf any suit, action or proceeding might he brought or defended,
competent and compellable to give evidence in any court of justice; the 16 and 17,
Vie., c 83 (Lord Brougham's Act, 1853) which made the husbands and wives of
parties to the record competent and compellable as witnesses. Similar reforms were

1. Bwlwarj v. !letna,ai,l, 7 MIA 48.
2. R 1'. Kliaj,'ulk, 6 \VR Cr 21.
3. Whitely Stoke, Vol . 11, P

. 813.
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effected by the Acts passed by the Indian Legislature. e.g.. Act 19 of 1837 abolished
incompetency by reason of a conviction for criminal olfcnsc: sec. 1 ol Act 9 of I$-f(t
extended the provisions of 3 and 4 Will. IV. c 92 (tide sup/a); Act 7 of I $44
introduced provisions similar to that of the 6 and 7 Vie., c. $5 (i- supra) in the
Presidency Towns; Act 15 of 1852 contained provisions similar to that of 9 and 10
Vic. c. 95 and 14 and 1.5 Vic., 95 (v. supra); by Act 19 of 1 853 many of' these
reforms were extended to the civil Courts of the East India Company in the Beneal
Presidency.

Act 2 Of 1855—Act 2 was passed fot further improvement of the Law of Evi-
dence. Of all the Acts passed on the subject, this Act was the most important and
contained valuable provisions. Though it did not contain a complete body of rules, it
was designed as supplementary to and corrective of the English Law, and also
customary law of evidence prevailing in those parts of British India where the
English Law was not administered,' This Act reproduced with some additions all the
reforms advocated by Bentham and carried out in England by Lords Denman and
Brougham; but nearly all its provisions pre-supposed the existence of that bod y of
law upon which those reforms were en-rafted; and yet it was authoritatively laid
down that the English law of Evidence was not the law in the mofussil.5

Sttiiiiizaiy.—From what has been said above, two facts emer ge out: First, that the
courts in the Presidency Towns usually followed the English rules of evidence. It

nmust be noted that the entire English law o the subject was never declared to he
applicable to India by any statute. Portions of it were from time to time introduced by
the Acts mentioned before. Act 2 of 1855 was however the most important of these
fragmentary ctlactments and embodied many of the reforms that were introduced in
England. Secondly, that there were no complete and fixed rules of evidence in the
molussil coLirts, except the Acts 19 of 1853 and 2 of 1855. Some customary laws
prevailed in different parts of the country but they did not assume any definite form.
The English law also was not the law of the mofussil courts, except those portions of
it that were introduced by the Acts referred to above. The law administered in the
mofussil being thus indefinite and vague, there was much laxity regarding the
admission or rejection of evidence.

Unsatisfactory State Of The Law—The unsatisfactory stale of the law was also
commented on by judges in their judgmentsf' "The whole of the Indian Law of
evidence" says Field, "might then have been divided into three portions, viz, one
portion settled by the expless enactments of the Legislature; a ccond portion settled
by judicial decisions; and a third or unsettled portion—and this by far ide largest of
the three, which remained to he incorporated with either of the preceding portions."

Gradually, in the niofussil courts the belief gained ground that it was their duty to
administer the English law of evidence and a tendency towards a capricious
administration of that law prevailed. This was thought undesirable for two reasons:
first because the English law of evidence based as it is on the social and legal
institutions of England was not applicable here in its entirety, owing to the peculiar
circumstances of this country. Secondly, because, a competent knowledge of the

4. See Report of [lie Indian Law Conirnissioncrs.
5. Field's IIv, 6th Ed, p 10.
6. See Guj'ju La! v. Fatch La!, 6 C 193; Unide Rajah v. Pemaswamy. 7 MIA 128, 137; i/u,'.

reehur v. Churn Maiij/zee, 22 WR 355, 356.
7. Field's By 6th Ed Intro p 10.
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English law could then be hardly expected from the judges, and so a strict applica-
lion of that law would result in miscarriage of justice.

First Evidence Bill of 1868 and Necessity for Le'is/ation..—Such being the un-
satisfactory state of the law, formal legislation on the subject was contemplated.
What was needed, was the introduction in this country of the English law of
evidence, which was the outcome of the experience and wisdom of ages, with such
modifications as were rendered necessary by the peculiar circumstances of India. In
1868, the Indian Law Commissioners prepared a Draft Bill which was circulated to
the Local Governments for opinion. Mr. Maine (afterwards Sir Henry Sumner
Maine) introducing the Draft Bill said.—"No doubt much evidence is received by the
mofussil courts which the English courts would not strictly regard as admissible. But
I would appeal to members of Council, who have had more experience in the
mofussil than myself whether the judges of those courts do not, as a matter of fact
believe that it is their duty to administer the English law of evidence as modified by
the Evidence Acts. In particular I am informed that when a case is argued by a
barrister before a mofussil judge and when the English rules of evidence are pressed
on his attention, lie does practically accept those rules, and admit or reject evidence
according to his construction of them. I cannot help regarding this state of things as
eminently unsatisfactory. I entirely agree with the Commissioners that there are parts
of the English law of evidence which are wholl y unsuited to this country. We have
heard much of the laxity with which evidence is admitted in the mofussil courts, but
the truth is that this laxity is to a considerable extent justifiable. The evil, it appears to
roe, lies less in admittin g evidence which under strict rules of admissibility should he
rejected, than in admitting and rejecting evidence without fixed rules to govern
admission and rejection. Any thing like a capricious administration of the law of
evidence is an evil, but it would be an equal evil or perhaps even it greater evil, that
such strict rules of evidence should be enforced as practically to leave the court
without the materials for a decision."

The Bill Dropped. Its Reasons.—This bill did not proceed beyond the first reading.
It was pronounced by every legal authority to which it was submitted, to be un-
suitable to the wants of the country. The principal reasons, in the words of Sir James
Fitz-James Stephen were, that the Bill was not sufficiently elementary; that it was in
several respects incomplete, and that if it became law, it would not supersede the
necessity under which judicial officers under this country are at present placed, of
acquainting themselves by means of English hand-books with the En glish law upon
the subject. The Commissioners' draft indeed, would be hardly intelligible to a
person who did not enter upon the study of it with considerable knowledge of the
English law.8

Evidence Act of 1872.—Two years later, Mr. Stephen (afterwards Sir James)
prepared a new Bill, which was finally passed into law in 1872, as Act I of 1872.
The general object kept in view, says the author of the Act, in framing it, has been to
produce something from which a student might derive a clear, comprehensive and
distinct knowledge of the subject, with necessary labours but not, of course, without
that degree of careful and sustained attention which is necessary in order to master
any important and intricate matter.9

S.	 Stephen's Speech on presenting the Report of the Select Cornmittec.
9. Speech on presenting the Report of the Select Committee.
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The Act is based entirely on the English law of Evidence and the industry and care
with which the great mass of principles and rules of English law have been codifled,
and that too within a very narrow compass, must need excite the admiration and
wonder of all. But as the subject is a vast one, and as everything has been Com-
pressed within the four corners of the Code which comprises only 167 sections, the
charge has often been made regarding the abstruse and intricate character as also of
its incompleteness. The sections are therefore crabbed and not easy of compre-
hension. As the Act is drawn chiefly front English law, a study of the text books
on the subject affords great help towards a thorough grasp of the principles and rules
underlying the sections, and is to some extent indispensable. For, the sections being
only statements of rules in the form of express propositions, they can be best
understood by first inquiring into the reasons of those rules. And this can he only
achieved by a previous study of English and American text books on the subject. But
it must be added that the task of studying and handling the Evidence Act has been
rendered much easier than it was forty years ago. A vast number of case laws on the
subject have accumulated, and eminent judges have always taken care to explain the
sections with commendable energy. The commentators have also rendered valuable
service in this direction.

Divisions of the Act—The Indian Evidence Act has been divided into three
principal parts—I, 11 and III.

PART 1.—Contains two Chapters, viz., I and II.

Chapter 1 deals with preliminary definitions (ss. 1-4).

Chapter II deals with the relevancy of facts, and shows in what way various
relevant facts are connected with each other (ss. 5-55).

PART li--Contains four Chapters, viz., HI, IV, V and VI, Chapter III deals with
certain facts that need not he proved (ss. 56-68). These are notorious facts known to
everybody and of which the court takes judicial notice.

Chapter IV deals with oral evidence (ss. 59, 60).

Chapter V deals with documentary evidence (ss. 61-90).

Chapter VI lays down the rules regarding the exclusion of oral by documentary
evidence (ss. 91-100).

/'ART 111.—Contains five Chapters, viz., VII, Vifi, IX, X and XI.

Chapter VII deals with the burden of proof and presumption (ss. 101-114).

Chapter Vifi deals with the subject of estoppcls (ss. 115-117).

Chapter IX speaks of witnesses who are competent to testify (ss. 118-134).

Chapter X deals with the examination of witnesses (ss. 135-166).

Chapter XI deals with the effect of improper admission and rejection of evidence
(s. 167).

Tabular Scheme of the Act—The following tabular schemetO will be of assistance.
The figures refer tç the sections of the Act which treat of the matter referred to:-

10. Stephen's Introduction to the Indian Evidence Act.
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The object of legal proceedings is the determination of rights and liabilities which
depends on facts (s. 3).

In issue (s.3)	 relevant to
the issue (s.3)

which may he—

They may be

	

judicially	 proved by oral	 proved by

	

noticed	 evidence	 documentary

	

(ch. iii)	 (ch. iv)	 evidence
(ch. v)

which is--–

—connoctcd with the issues, ss. 5-16
—admissions, ss. 17-31,
—statements by persons who cannot

be called as witnesses, ss. 32-33.
—statements under special circumstances

55. 34-39.
—judgments in other cases, ss. 40-44.
—opinions, ss. 45-St
—character, ss. 52-55

—primary or secondary, ss. 61-66.
—attested or unattested, ss. 67-73.
—public or private, ss. 74-78.
—sometimes presumed to he genuine, ss. 79-90.
—exclusive or not of oral evidence, (ch. vi),

This proof must be produced by the
party on whom the burden of proof
rests (ch. vii), unless he is estopped
(ch. viii)

If given by witnesses (ch. ix) they must
testify, subject to rules as to exami-
nation (ch. x). Consequence of mis-
takes defined (ch. xi).

Value of Cod(flcation.—The condification of the Law of Evidence, it must be
generally admitted, has been or immense value to those who are concerned with the
administration of justice in India. The more so, as it, remedied a state of affairs,
which was productive of great hardship and injustice, not to say of confusiQn.. The
condified law of evidence is of peculiar value to the judge which fenished him with
materials to ascertain the truth of the facts presented to him by the parties and
enables to form his opinion and belief on them. It further enables him to say to the
advocate, "I am as good a man as you; if you raise a question of evidence here is the
law by which your question can be decied." and it also puts a stop to the practice of
an advocate shaking in the lace of the court a mysterious law of evidence, which was
not to he found codified naywhere as substantive law or or otherwise, in any shap?1
admitting of its being easily referred to by judges and judicial officers of all grades.
"The condilication of the law of evidence," says Mr. Norton, "gives the legal
practitioner an immense advantage. Even if he applies it as a rule of thumb, the
chances are that he will go right, though he may not understand why the rules should
be so, but simly decides upon follows the law, because so it is. But this is surely a
very low stand to take; it is to he hoped that everyone will endeavour not only to
comprehend what the law is but why it is so. Though the Legislature has smoothed

11. Stephen's Speech on 12th March, 1872.
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the path of the lcgal practitioner by codilying the Law of Evidence, the same
necessity lies upon the student as heretofore., of mastering the principles wh icli
underlie the several propositions into which many of the ruics of that law have no
been cast." 2	w

Incompleteness of the Code and the Use of Eiz'/is/, l)eci.cions.-it may he asked if
the Indian Evidence Act is a complete Code. As the Preamble shows, the Act is
intended to he a complete code of the law of Evidence. Ii is not merel y a fragmentaryenactment but a consolidatory one repealing all rules of evidence other than those
saved by the last part of section 2 of the Act. 13 

But as there are also numerous other
Riles of evidence contained in various other statutes which have been saved b

y that
section, the Act does not contain the whole Lai of Evidence. The proviso to that
section is very important. It has saved all rules of evidence which are to he found in
any statute. Regulation &c., and not expressly repealed by the section. The law of
evidence, therefore is also contained in various such Acts &c. for example. (I) the
Provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code regarding the deposition of medical
witnesses not called; reports of chemical examiners: certified orders of previous
convictions and acquittals, certificates of jail officers; deposition taken in the absence
of the accused when he has absconded; (2) sections 17. 49, 50 of the Indian Re g is-
tration Act; (3) section 63 of the Indian Succession Act; (4) section 59 of the -fi llAct; (5) section 35 of the Indian Stamp Act,'' &c., &c. Provisions of various En g lishStatutes are also still in force in India, Eg., 13 Geo., 3c. 63, ss. 42, 44, 45; 21 Geo., 3,
c. 70 s. 6 (Government of India); 33 Vie., c. 14 s. 12 (Naturalization); 33 & 34 Vie.,
c. 52, ss. 14, 15, 24 (Extradition); 3 & 4 Will., 4, c 41. ss. 7. 13 (Appeals to Judicial
Committee) &c., &c. As the law of evidence in force in British India is contained in
he Evidence Act as well as in numerous other Statutes. Regulations &c., mentioned

above, the Evidence Act cannot he said to contain the entire law of evidence. 'his
result has also been recognised in various decisions, ' However much we may codify
the law, says MR. J USTICE HOLMES, into a series of seemingly self-sufficientprc)posiLions , those propositions will be but a phase in the continuous growth. To
understand their scope fully, to know how they will he dealt with by judges trained in
the past which the law embodies, we must ourselves know something of that past.
The history of what the law has been, is necessary to the knowledge of what the law
is' In the ease of doubt or difficulty over the interpretation of any of the sections of
the Evidence Ad, reference for help should he made both to the case law of the rand
which existed before the Act, as also juristic principles, which only represent the
common concenSus of juristie reaoning' 7 English decisions relating c' e v islence enbe relied upon in India—Per SESIIAGIRI AYYAR J. in Re Annad'l Moth iriyan, 39 M
454. The law of Evidence is an abstract and difficult subject and like all other things
of its kind, it is still in a process of growth. To say that everything that is good and
useful is contained in the Act and nothing more will he necessary to add to its
usefulness, or to make it perfect, would he dogmatic. It would be illusory to think
that in forming our ideas on the subject, or in actual work, we are not to travel

12. Norton's Ev. Preface.
13. CalIr of Gorak/ipur v. PJakdJirj, 12 A 19, 35, 43(FB). S. 2 has now beo repeated by therepealing Act I of 1938 (see post, p. 15).
14. for a complete lis t of Statutes &c, saved by sec. 2, sec Whitley Stokes, Anglo-Indian Codes.Vol. II.
15. or a recent case, see In rc Rudolph Stallman, 39 C 164
16. Holmes Common Law
17. Colir of Gorak/ipur v. Pafakdharj 12 A 19, PP . 37, 38
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beyond the limits assigned by the Act, and consult English text hooks on the subject.
We must have recourse to every possible means that throw any light on the subject,
without stopping to enquire from which quarter it comes.

Sometimes, questions arise for which no adequate provision is to be found in the
Act, and a reference then to the English or American cases may he essential. in
Lek/iraj v. Ma/ipal, 5 Cal 744, p 754 PC, it has been held that the Evidence Act has
repealed all rules of evidence not contained in any Statute, Act, or Regulation, and a
person willing to tender evidence must therefore show that his documents are
admissible under some provisions of the Act, In R v. Abdullah, 7 All 385, PP. 399,
401, it has been held that section 2 in effect prohibits the employment of any kind of
evidence not specially authorised by the Act itself. And although the principle of
exclusion adopted by the Evidence Act, i.e., the principle that all evidence should be
excludcd which the Act does not expressly authorise, is the safest guide in regard to
the admissibility of evidence, yet it should not be applied so as to exclude matters
which may he essential for the ascertainment of truth. In R i Asliutosh, 4 Cal 483, it
has been held that where cases arise for which there is no positive solution in the Act
itself, there is excuse for and safety in adopting the English rules, in so far as they arc
in accord with the general tenor of the Act. In the case of Rudolph Stailnian, 39 Cal
164, pp. lSS, 211: IS CWN 1053: 14 CLI 375, the petitioner objected to certain
records of the Berlin Court being improperly admitted, on the ground that they were
not duly authenticated as required by sections 78 and 86 of the Indian Evidence Act.
WOODROFFE, J. said: This contention fails, because the records have in fact been
authenticated in the manner prescribed by sections 14 and 15 of the English
Extradition Act which are applicable in this country. The Evidence Act does not
contain the whole law of evidence governing the country. Section 2 of the Act saves
rules of evidence contained in any Statute. Act or Regulation in force. The law of
evidence is contained in the Evidence Act and in other Acts and Statutes which make
specific provision on matters of evidence. One of such statutes is the English Extradi-
tion Act, which as applicable to this country, is as much part of the hex forias the
Evidence Act itself." In the same case, MUKIIERJJ, J. observed: ' The provisions of
the Indian Evidence Act to which reference has been made, have no application, not-
withstanding section 2 and section 5 and the observations of the Judicial Committee
in Lekhraj Ma/ipal, (v ante). They merely show that the Evidence Act has repealed
all rules of evidence not contained in any Statute or Regulation."

Even in cases which are specifically provided for in the Act, it is submitted that a
reference to English or American decisions will be of immense help both to the judge
and the advocate, for it is not uncommon to find that portions of the Act are not easy
of comprehension owing to the insufficiency or ambiguity of the language. Further, it
will be a guard against error to which one is fall into, if he has to confine himself to
only one source of information. The English decisions, also, widen our knowledge
and serve as valuable guides towards a thorough understanding of the principles ol
the law of evidence which in the well known words of Lord Erskine, are founded in
the charities of religion,—in the philosophy of nature,—iii the truths of history,—and
in the experience of common life.' 8 Numerous instances may he cited where help
was sought from extraneous sources for the above purpose. In Munchershaw v. New
Dhurumsey S W Co., 4 Born 576, 581, it has been said that in drawing up the Act
chiefly from Taylor on Evidence. Sir James Stephen plainly intended to adopt in
section 129, the principle contended for in sections 846, 847 of the work he was
condensing. In R	 Rama, 3 Born 12, 17, it has been said that the meaning of the

IS. How St Ti 966.
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Sections which hear on the admissibility of confession against a co-accused can he
best learnt from the beginning of Vol II of Taylor's Evidence. In Re Ranti Reddi, 3Mad 48, 52. Taylor of Evidence was referred to in interpreting section 33 of the
Act,—in 5 WR Cr 39, Best on F.vidence Gilbert on Evidence &c—jn 7 WR 33$ FR.
Austin's Jurisprudence Goodeve's Evidence;—in 18 B 280, American casc-law:—iii
11 BHCR 931, Russel on Crirncs;—jn 4 B 335, Phillip's Evidence, &c., &c. Various
other instances may he mentioned. In the case of 1? n Chatruhhuj, 38 Cal 96: IS
CWN 171, many English and American 19 authorities were referred to and examinedat length with a view to ascertaining the points of difference between a spy or
detective and an accomplice In Collector of Gorak/ipur s Palakdharj, 12 All 11, 12Edg, 12. EDGE, CJ, observed: "No doubt eases frequently occur in India in which
considerable assistance is derived from the law of En g land and of other countries. In
such cases we have to see how far such law was founded in common-sense and onthe principles of justice between man and man and may safely afford guidance to us
here." The English decisions may be referred to in elucidating the meaning of the
Evidence Act, where such English decisions have received legislative approval in
India (R s Vajirarn, 16 Born 414, 433)20 .But as, all rules of evidence that were in
force before the passing of Evidence Act have been expressly repealed, the English
decisions can be no binding authority. Yet, for the reasons above, they are of

19. As to American authorities, see the observations of HoLi WOOD, J, in the above case. The
modern tendency in England appears to be to restrict the free citation of American
Authorities, "We should treat with great respect the opinions of eminent American lawyers on
Points which arose before us, but the practice, which seems to be increasing, of quoting
American decisions as authorities, in the same way as if they were decisions of our own
courts, is wrong. Among other thing s, it involves an inquiry, which often is not as easy one,
whether the law of America on the subject in which the point arises is the same as our own"
Per LORD FIALSauRY, L.C., in Re Missouri Steamship Co.. 1899 L.R. 42 Ch. D. 321, 30; seethe remarks of FRY AND COTTON, LL.JJ., in this case. See also the remarks of JAMES, U. in Rv. Castro, 1880, LIZ 5 QED 503: LORD WATSON in Castro v. R, 1881, LR 6 App Cas 249 andBurr, J, in The Avon & Thomas Joliffe, 1890, L.R. I Pro Div 8. Arguments from the
American Statute are not of much force because Englishmen are not hound to know it: perPOLLOCK, CB, in Aft-Ge,,! v. Sille,n, 1864. The Alexandra, 12 WR 261. In Mackintosh v. Dun,
12 CWN 1053 PC. An1ercian authority was not followed. Though American decisions are not
binding they are treated with the utmost respect and as valuable guides (see remarks of
BALHACHE J. in Guranty T of New York v. Hanny & Co, 1918, 1 KB 43: 62: Bnyr, JJ inCorry v. Burr, 1882 LIZ 9 BD 469), and may be consulted with as much profit as the English
or Indian for the c!'ieldaOnn o fneipl ec where AmrrcLin law is identical with the English or
Indian Law, It is in fact founded largely on the English Law. They may also offer solutions on
points where English or Indian precedents are wanting. "Although the decisions of the
American Courts are of course not binding on us, yet the sound and enlightened views of
American lawyers in the administration and development of law—a law, except so far as
altered by statutory enactment derived from a common source with our Own—entitle their
decisions to the utmost respect and confidence on our part"—per COCKBURN, CJ, inScara/nanya v. Stanp, 1880, LIZ 5 Com P1) 295, 303. "In coming to that conclusion, as I do
upon principle, I am much strengthened by the Amercian authorities to which my attention
has been called"—per FRY, J, in Steel v. Dixon, 1881 LIZ 17 CD 831, in re ('P Motor SpiritsActs, 1939 FCR 18: A 1939, FC 1, 5, Gwyer, CJ, said: "The decisions of Canadian and
Australian Courts are not binding upon us, and still less those of the Unites States, but where
they are relevant, they will always be listened to in this court with attentioi and respect, as the
judgment of eminent men accustomed to expound and illumine the principles of jurisprudence
similar to our own; and if this court is so fortunate as to find itself in agreement with them, it
will deem its own opinion to be strengthened and confirmed." See also Madras Province V.Boddy A 1942 FC 33,36

20. As to the use of English case-laws as authorities, see further p 18 of the book.
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immense help in leading us through the intricacics of the subject and afford us
valuable assistance towards the comprehension and appl ication of this (lift cult piece
01 lecislation. "It appears to mc idle to expect,' says Mr 1)Norion, "1 be able to
confine the judge or the advocate to the four corners of the Code. It will he necessary
for the judge and the practitioner to refer to the well-known text books, whenever
points not specifically provided for in the Code, present themselves. Probably some
hundreds of judicial decisions will be necessary to explain the Code, and many
amendments, and still more, large additions, will have to he made after it; but it is
certain that in the inic rim, and possibly forever, the judge. will have to seek light and
information in the text books and cases already published and decided."
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'INDIAN EVIDENCE ACT

BEING

Act No. I of 1872 (151h March. 1872)

PREAINIMBLE

'WHEREAS it is expedient to consolidate, define and amend the Law
of Evidence; It is hereby enacted as follows:----

SYNOPSIS

Object of Codification
The Code is a Guide and
Binds all Courts

Title ot Act
Preamble
Interpretation of Statutes.

[General)
- Policy
- Object of Legislature
- Plain Meaning of Words.

[Intention of Legislature
or I Eardshi1) No
Consideration]

- - Parts to interpret cacti other
-Legal fiction
-- Same Words

I'oints Specifically
Dealt With
General Words

-Two Interpretations
- Reference Statute
- Special Acts
- Inconsistent Acts and

Sec-un"

Mandatory Enactments
Renieujiat Statutes

- Disabling Section
-- Saving Clause

Act Based on English Statute

Page
11

It
II
II

12
14
14

• . -	 II
16
16
16

16
16
16
17
17

17

17
17

18
18

Act Giving Effect to
In tcrnatio nat Convention

- Statue Ousting Jurisdiction
- Reproduction 01 Wrods Rec-

civitig Judical Construction
- Oilier Rules of Interpre-

tation
Retrospective Effect

Law of Evidence Retro-
spective

Ejusdem Generis
Statement of Object and Reasons
Report of Select Committee
Proceedings of Legislature
Debate Upon the Bill
Marginal Notes
Illustrations
Definition
Interpretation Clause
Exceptions
Explanation
Forms
1-Leading

Proviso
Proposed Amendment
Government Resolution
Precedents as Aids to Construc-

tion

Page

18
IS

19

19
19

20
21)
20
20
20
21
21
-fl

22
23
23
23

23
-i-i

24
24
24

24

1. In Burma and Pakistan the title has been altered to The Evidence Act' by omitting "Indian"
In Ceylon the title is "The Evidence Ordinance'. (Cap. II : 1st January, 1896)

2.
For Statement of Objects and Reasons, see Gazette of India, 1868, p. 1574; for the draft or
preliminary Report of the Select Committee, dated 3151 Mardi, 187 1. sec thid, 1871 Pt. V. p.
273, and for the second 'ZCPOrt of the Select Committee, dated 301h January, 1872, see ibid.1872. Pt. V. p. 34; for discussions in Council, see ibid. 1868, Supplement pp. 1060 and 1209,ibid. 1871, Extra Supplement, p. 42, and Supplement, p. 1641, and ihid, 1872, PP 136 and 2303,	 In Ceylon the Preamble is: "An Ordinance to consolidate, define, and amend the Law of
Evidence."
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Preamble	 I I

Object of Codification.— [he object of codification of a particular branch of law
is, that on any point specifically dealt with by it, such law should he sought foi- ill
codified enactment, and ascertained by interpreting the language used, instead of, as
before roaming over a vast number of authorities to discover what the law is and
extracting it by critical examination of the prior decisions [Narendra i. Ja,nalbasini,
23 IA 18 : 23 C 563 following Bank of England i Vagliano, 1891 AC 107].

—The Code is a Guide and Binds all Courts.—Wherc the law has been codified
it is of little avail to enquire what the law apart from such codification is, but we must
look to the Code itself as our guide in the matter [Burn t Co v ]WcDonald, 36 C 354,
364 : 13 CWN 2551. The essence of a Code is to be exhaustive oil matters in
respect of which it declares the law and it is not the province of a judge to disregard
or go outside the letter of the enactment according to its true construction [Gokul o
Padmanund, 29 IA 196 : 29 C 707 : 6 CWN 825]; the Code therefore hinds all courts
so far as it goes [1-lukum C/mand r Kwnalanand, 33 C 927]. Ill relating to
matters expressly provided for in the Evidence Act, it was intended to he a complete
Code of the Law of Evidence [B u Nga Myo, A 1938 R 177 PB 175 1C 465].

Title of Act.—In constriung the words of all 
a reference may be made to its

title and preamble [Hurro C/i u Shoorod/monee, 9 WR 402, 404, 405 '1 7B]. The title is
an important part of the Act and may he referred to for ascertaining its general scope,
and for throwing light upon its construction. But the title cannot override the clear
meaning of the enactment I Maxwell, 11th Ed, p. 41].

Preamble.—The preamble of the Evidence Act shows that it is not merely a
fragmentary enactment but a consolidatory one, repealing all rules of evidence
other than those saved b y the last part of s 2 [Cot/i of Gwak/ipum- v. Palakr//iari, 12
A 1 FB, pp 19, 35, 431. S 2 has now been repealed as unnecessar y. If the sections
are clear, the terms of the preamble cannot be called in aid to restrict the Operation
Or to cut them down [B v. Indmajit. 11 A 262, 266; see Kadir Bakasli i' 13/zawanm,
14 A 145, 154; Kesltab o lJliaLani, 18 CLI 187 : 21 IC 53$]. Preamble discloses
the primary intention of the statute but does not override the express provisions of
the statute. Competent Authority, Gujarat Housing Board v. Dhanmji ½jendra
Me/ita, A 1997 Guj 106, 112. For the meaning and effect of preamble, see Baban
i: Nagu, 2 B 31, 38; Uda Begam v. Imnamnuddin, 2 A 74, 90; and Clii mima A iyan V.
Md, 2 Mad HC 322 where it has been held that the enacting words of a statute may
be carried beyond the preamble, if words be found in the former strong enough for
the purpose. Only where the object and meaning of an enactment is not clear the
preamble may he resorted to explain it. [Rashtuiya Mill Mal-door Sang/i t National
Textile Corporation, A 1996 SC 710, 713].

A preamble though a key to open the mind of the legislature cannot be used to
control or qualify the precise and unambi g uous 1anguac of the enactment. It is
only in case of doubts or ambi g uity that recourse may be had to the preamble to
ascertain the reason for the enactment in order to discover the true legislative
intendment I PA Mainarde i Authority &c, A 1972 SC 1721; Sital Ch v Delanney,
20 CWN 1158; Gopi Kr o Raj Kr, 12 CLI 8; B/mo/a v, Kausilla, A 1932 A 617 FB;
Badar i' Buds/ma, A ] 934 C 741 : 38 CWN 1056; Kannaniina/ v. Kanakasa/ihai, A
1931 M 620: 54 M $45; C017)" Of Calcutta u Arun, 38 CWN 917 : A 1934 C 862;
Mono/mar m•: R, A 1943 L 1; Finch i' Finch, A 1943 L 260 SB; B/mo/a v. It, A 1942
FC 17 : 1942 FCR 17]. Preamble call invoked for removing an ambiguity, but it
is equally veIl-settled that it cannot he invoked for creating an ambiguity in the
Act [Jnanend;'a	 Jathe,iatli, A 1938 C 211; l-,mcell u Kenipton &c, 1899 AC 143,
1571. See Maxwell, 11th Ed, pp 43-49.
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Interpretation of Sta tu testes (Gencral).—i\ stain [C is supposed to be an air heat ic
repository ol the le g islative will and the lunction ol the Court is to ilitcipret it
according to the intent of them that made it' [Coin,nr oJ5ales Thx v. Mango!, A 1975

SC 1106; Dlioo,n Sing/i t: I'raka.ch, A 1975 SC 10] 2 1. There can he no controversy
that tile Provisions of any statute. must be properly and strictly construed [Rainci
Ret/c/v V V Gin. A 197 1  SC 1162]. The statute must he. read as a whole and every
provision in it must he construed with reference to the context and other clauses so
as, as far as possible, to make a consistent enactment of the whole statute [Hub/i
MWIiCl/70/ily u Sub/ia Ran, A 1976 SC 1398; Jagir Sing/i c S, A 1976 SC 997 1 . But
it is not possible to lay down any rule of universal application [Links Advertisers j'
Bongo/arc Mum, A 1977 SC 1646]. No words should he considered redundant or
surplus in interpreting provisions of a statute or a rule [Dines/i i: S, A 1978 SC 171.
The language of' a provision or a rule should not he construed in a manner winch
would do violence to the phraseology used therein [Heckeit Eng Co rs Workmen, A1977 SC 22571. In interpreting the provisions of a statute the courts have to give
effect to the actual words used whether couched in the positive or in [he negative. It
is not permissible to alter the cohesive underlying thought process of the legislature
by reading in positive sense what has been set out in negative terms, The courts will
try to discover that the real intent by keeping the diction of the Statute in tact
[Udczyan v. R C Bali, A 1977 SC 23 19]. While construing two provisions covering
the same field the court should harmonise them in such a manner that none of them is
rendered otiose. / A A i'. Grand Slam International, (1995) 77 ELT 753 (SC). Both
have to he allowed to have their play unless such a construction would rest/It in
patent inconsistency or absurdity. Director General v KNarayanaswami, A 1995 SC
2318. The text and the context of the entire Act niList be looked into while inter-
preting any

2184,2188: 1996 Cri U 3237.
of the expressions used in the

1996 SC	
statute. S Gopnl i/eddy I

,. Slate of A P, A

It is the part of judicial prudence to decide an issue arising tinder a specific
statute by confining the ficus to that statutory compass as far as possible.
Diffusion into wider jurisprudential areas is fraught with unwitting conflict or
confusion [S. r: Orient Paper Mills, A 1977 SC 687] . Courts must search for a
reliable scientific method of discovery rather than the speculative quest for the
spirit of the statute, and the crossthoughts from legislators' lips or Law Commis-
sioner's pens [Union i'. Sankalc/maimd, A 1977 SC 2328]. It is not required that in a
consolidating statute each enactment, when traced to its source, must be construed
according to tile sCte of thigs which existed at a por time when it first became
law: the object being that ;he statutory law bearing on the subject should be
collected and made applicable to the existing circumstance; nor can a positive
enactment he annulled h indications of intention at a prior time, gathered from
previous legislation on the matter [At/mr Gejil v. Prenrlal, 22 IA 107 : 22 C 78$;
folid in R v. Ti/ak, 2 B 112; Ac/mows/i 'n Watson, A 1927 C 149: sec also Suraj I'd
v. Go/oh, 28 C 517; KadirBakslm v. Bliawa,mi, 14 A 1451.

In interpreting a statute, "the proper course is in the first instance to examine the
language of the statute and to ask what is its natural meaning uninfluenced by any
considerations derived from the previous state of the law, and not to start with
cnquiring how the law previously stood, and then, assuming that it was probably
intended to leave it unaltered, tosee if the words of the enactment will bear an
interpretation ill conformity with this view" [per LORD HERSCFIELL in Bank of
England v. Vagliano, 1891 AC 107, 144; refd to with approval in Narendra t
Kamalbasini, 23 C 563 : 23 IA 18 : 6 MLJ 71; folld in Bell v. Mtuii Conrnmrs, 25 M
457 : 12 MLJ 208; see also Jojiardan p. Ra,ndhone, 23 C 738, 751 FB; Jagodi-
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short' i'. Kailash, I C'SVN 374 : 24 C 725, 741 FR; in IC' 7)dsi Bc'iva, 24 C 881:
CWN 642; Thvjathirlah i. Rainanath. 1 C\VN 597 : 24 C 908, 932 FR : Rajib o
Lekhan, 27 C 11, 16 : 3 CWN 660; Krishna Kanuni v. Abdul, 6 CWN 737 FB : 30
C 155, 190; Satis i: Ranidaval, A 192 C I : 24 CWN 982 SB; Raghwnull i:Ojjl.

Assignee, A 1924 C 424 : 28 CWN 34; Rainanandi 'r Kalait'ati, 55 IA 18, 23;
Sales Mx Of/leer v. Kanhlai)'alaI, A 1959 SC 135 : 1959 SCR 1350]. To be g in with
an examination of the previous law is to attack the 1)r0hlcm at the wrong end IR i:
Barendra, A 1924 C 257 FB : 2$ CWN 1701. If the provisions are expresscd in
clear and unambi g uous terms, resort should not he had to the pre-existing law,
althou g h such relcrence may be useful and legitiniate when the provisions are of
doubtful import or are couched in languace which had previously acquired a
technical meaning [Nilmaiti e Sail Pd, 4$ C 556 FR: 25 CWN 230]. History of
previous legislation can only he legitimately referred to when there is reasonable
doubt as to the construction of a statute [Swish t: Rain Daval, sup; 077 Receiver t
Murlaza, 54 A 616; Sarheshwar t Maharaja. 26 CWN 15; Secy of S i Mask &
Co., 67 IA 222 : 44 CWN 709 : A 1940 PC 1051. Considerations stemming from
legislative history cannot be allowed to override the plain words of a statute [CIT v
Madnrai Mills, A 1973 SC 1357; CIT t: fl Al. Amin, A 1977 SC 999]. Legislative
history plus, within circumspect limits, may be consulted by courts to resolve
ambiguities. While understandin g and interpreting a statute, the roots of the past,
the foliage of the present and the seeds ol the future must he within the ken of the
activist judge [Union n Sankalchand, A 1977 SC 2328]. The court is justified in
looking into the history of legislation, not for the purpose of construing the Act but
for the limited purpose of ascertaining the hack- g round, the condition and the
circumstances which led to its passing, the mischief it was intended to prevent and,
the remedy it furnished to prevent the mischief [Saug/iei u' M C G & K M W
Union, A 1969 SC 530, 534]. Court cannot consider the parliamentary history of
an enactment for ascertaining its meaning [Oainar v. Bansi, A 1942 0 231 : 17
Luck 530]. There is no reason to restrict the power given by a section, by a
reference to the history of the reasons which led to the enacting of that provision
or by the single illustration affixed to that section 1 Per/a Kuishnasami n Aiyappa,
24 IC 924.1.

Some cases have however held that in construing a statute reference may he made
to the previous law on the subject [Kripa Sindhu u Ananda Sinidari, 35 C 34 : I I
CWN 983; BaIc'swar v. Bhagirathi, 7 CU 563) and if the words of the previous
statute are re-enacted, it may be assumed, that it was intended that the law should be
continued as it existed [Na,'a in u Gablujal, 44 IC 262 : A 1918 P 131]. Such topics
as the history of legislation and the facts which give rise to the cnactmeni may
usefully he employed to interpret the meaning of the statute, though they do not
afford conclusive argument [Powell u Kempton Park R Cu, 1899 AC 143; R o
Ben oarj La!, A 1943 FC 36 : 1943 FCR 96].

Where a section which has received a judicial construction is re-enacted in the
same words, such re-enactment may be treated as legislative recognition of the
construction put upon those words unless there is something to rebut it [Docks i'.
Cameron, 11 HLC 443, 480; Rukina yaba ya n Lidloah/ioy, 5 MIA 234, 250;
Parnieshivar v. R, 3 PLJ 537; Is/tan u Sajatuila, 26 C\VN 703, 707 : A 1922 C 331:
57 C 381; Radhaino/tan c. Abbas, 53 A 612 FR : A 1931 A 294]. The same is the
case when notwithstanding the construction placed upon the provisions in the
previous Code, they have been reproduced in successive Codes without material
alteration Jo,çenthiz c S/iyam, 36 C 543; Pratap v. Sarat, 25 CWN 544, 547 : A
1921 C 101]. Presumption of legislative affirmance of judicial interpretation of
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statutes when rc-cii;tcted explaiiedI Naie,id,j i'. Pwo-i, 21 CIJ (1)5 : 20 C\VN 3 19
Where cerlal pmvisi(ms 1mm an Cxjslmc Act have been incorporated into a
Subsequent Act, rio adlitioji to the lormcr Act, which is not expressly made appli-
cable to the srrbscqueni Act, can he deemed to he incorporated in it, at all events ft it
is possible for the subsequent Act to function clThctiveIy without the addition 

[Sock'of S v. JJwdILrt/um C / 5/4 58 IA 259: 35 CWN 791 : A 193! PC 149].

In Construing thc words of a statute, recoLirse to other statutes is not legitimate
when they arc not in pari maicria and are identical in terms with the statute under
interpretation IPaiuidwiarri o Keili, 46 M 730: Sira/ r: Muliomed, 54 A 646 FB : A1932 A 293].

—Policy.---_If by 'policy of' Act' is meant something which is to he looked at
outside the Act and the various views of the advocates and opponents of the Act,
such a method of intcrprctatiori is altogether ille g itimate [B/iairo,: t: Ma/taut, 34 IC
4411. Between the general policy of the Act, and the express words of a section
dealing with a specific matter, the express words 01.1-1-it to prevail [Abth,/ K/iadir cAliunniad, 38 M 419]. The court is not concerned with the policy OF LegislatunaRaghunuiji v Coninir, A 1946 B 4591. Although courts are not concerned with the
Policy of the Le g islature or with the result by giving effect to the language, it is their
duty to ascertain the meaning and intendment of the Le g islature. In doing so, courts
will always presurtic that the impugned provision was designed to effectuate a
particular object or to meet a particular requirement and not that it was intended to
negative that which it sought to achieve [Firm Auirar Nat/i v Thk C/iauid, A 1972 SC
1548]. The court should adopt a construction which advances the policy of the
legislation. It should not adopt a construction which curtails the benclit. The court
should not road words which are not there and thereby restrict the scope of the
statute. Union ,/ India i: l >radeep Jrouiarj, A 1995 SC 2259.

—Object of Legislature.-----CoLirts are not concerned with the object of the
I.eg islature unless in the particular enactment the object is stated as a guiding
principle to he followed in interpretation [RadhaLislia,r r: R, A 1932 p 293 S13]. Such
object must he ascertained from within the four corners of the Act [1/ o Chottalal, A1937 B I FB). The court mttst look into object which the statute seeks to achieve
while interpreting any of the provisions of the Act. S Gopa/ Reddy v. State of A P. A1996 SC 2184, 2188.

—Plain Meaning of Words.—[Intentio ii of Legislature or Hardship No
Consideration].. - The words of a S!ainte must he understood in the sense which the
Legislature has in view and their meaning must be found not so much in a strictly
grammatical or etymological propriety of language, nor in its popular use. The words
cannot be read in isolation; their colour and content are derived from their context
and, therefore, every word must be examined in its context [Union v. Sankalc/iand, A1977 SC 232$]. Looking at the statute as a whole courts have to endeavour to find

 the exact sense in which the words have been used in a particular context and
give an interpretation in consonance with purposes of the statute and what logically
follows from the terms [CWT Court of Wards, A 1977 sc 113]. Where the words
Of a Statute are plain, precise and unambiguous, the intention of the Legislature is to
he gathered from the language of the statute itself and no exteqml evidence is
admissible to construe those words. It is only where a statute is not exhaustive or
where its langLtage is ambiguous, uncertain, clouded or susceptible of more than one
meaning, that external evidence as to the evils, if any, intended to be remedied or of
the c ircumstances which led to the passing of the statute may be looked into for lhe
purpose of ascertaining the object wit ieh the Legislature had in view in using the
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words in question [Anandji llarida.r i. Enginceriii ,c,' c. A 1975 SC 916; CIT i. C.
livw, A 1971 SC 725; Iliralal RaiwiliI v. STO, A 1973 SC 1034]. A court is hound
to construe a section according to the plain meaning of the language used, either in
the section itself or, in any part of the statute, unless it finds either ill section or in
any other part of the statute, anything that will either modify, or qualify or alter the
statutory langua ge, even if the result of such construction leads to anomalies or be
productive of even absurdities jBank of England n Vagliano, sup; Narendra
Ica,nalhasini, sup; St John Mainstead n Cairo,?, 12 App Cas (1886) 6 foild; Rnji/ o
Lekhan, 27 C II 3 CWN 660] . The courl cannot allow any extraneous considera-
tions, such as unjust [Na.riruddin n Stare Transport &c, A 1976 SC 331], hardship,
Balkaran n Gobina' Nath, 12 A 129 FB; Corj,n of Calcutta v. Arlin, 38 CWN 917;

Gureebullalt n Mohun, 7 C 127; Prainarha r. Bhagican, 35 CWN 705; Ka;neshivar r.
Dhwunan, 21 P 7941 to influence the construction of tile 

Acts where the wording is
plain and unambi g uous. The arg ument of convenience is not very often an argument
when the language of the law is clear beyond doubt Ifnand o Narain, 53 A 239 F13;
In ic Llo yds Bank, 5$ B 152; Nadiinint v. Ma/lien, A 1941 M 7131. The question is
not what the Legislature intended, but what the Legislature has enacted I Gorinda-
.ra,nj n Peruinal, A 1927 M 327; Amalgamated E Co n Muii Coin, A 1969 SC 2273.
A statement by a Minister of the intention and object of an Act cannot he used to cut
down the generality of the words used in a statute IS v Union, A 1963 SC 1241,
1247]. The language should be interpreted as it stands withoul adding to it or taking
away from it [in ic Hui?ger/.ird &c, 62 C 133; Dhagra v. Sardar, 16 L 201; New
Savan Sugar &c v. CIT. A 1969 SC 1062]. Where lanouagc used in statute does not
carry out its object court cannot supply deficiencies [Janapada Sablia 'e C P
Syndicate, A 1971 SC 57]. Dictionary meanings however helpful in understanding
the genera] sense of the words cannot control where the scheme of the statLite as
considered as a whole clearly conveys a somewhat different shade of meaning [Dy
Chief Controller &c e K T Kosa'lrain, A 1971 SC 1283]. A word of everyday use not
defined in the Act most be construed in its popular sense (Mangulu o STO, A 1974
SC 390; CUT e Taj Mahal Hotel, A 1972 SC 168]. Court cannot proceed oil
assumption that the Legislature has made a mistake. It must he assumed that it has
intended what it has said [Madho n Skinner, A 1942 1, 2431.

Where the language is clear and explicit, the court must give effect to it, whatever
may be the coflsCc]uenceS, for in that case the words of the statute speak the intention
of the legislature. The rule of interpretation of all statutes is that "the grammatical
and ordinary sense of the words is to be adhered to, unless that would lead to some
absurdity, or some repugnance or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument, in
which ease the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words may be modified, so as
10 avoid that absurdit y and inconsistency but no further" [ Vacliar & Sons Ltd i L S of
Compositors, 1913 AC 107, 117 : 107 LT 722, per LORD MACNAGIITEN; To the same
effect are the observations of LORD WENSLEYDALE in Grey v. Pearson, 1857, 6 FILC
61, 106 : 26 Ii Ch 473; sec Nil,nanj v Sail Pd, 48 C 556 FB; Mercantile Bank e
OfJl. Assignee, 57 NI 177; Gurnmukh u Inrazainia, A 1942 L 19; In ic Krishnainurihi,
A 1942 M 9; Aiyasamier i Veukatachela, 31 MU 513 40 lvi 989; Madlio e
Makhan, A 1939 A 328; Badsha n Rajib, 50 C\VN 578 FB A 1946 C 3481. The law
is not 'a brooding ominipolcnce in the sky' but a pragmatic instrument of social
order. It is an operational art controlling economic life and interpretive effort must be
imbued with statutory process. No doubt grammar is a good guide to meaning but
bad master to dictate [Carew & Co u Union, A 1975 SC 2260]. The fact that a
particular interpretation of an Act of Parliament produces anomalous results is not
however a decisive reason for rejecting the interpretation, if it is the result of
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construing the Words in their natural and graininatictl sense [In ic R/ under C 1 Act,
A 1943 FC 13: 1943 FCR 201.

—Parts to Interpret Each Other----Each part of a statute must interpret every
other part La/ji r: 1?, I PIJ 58 : 54 IC $94]. The true mcaninrz, the exact scope and
significance of any passage in a statute may be found not merely in the words of that
passage, but on a comparison of the same with other parts of' the statute and the
intention of the legislature ascertained in that way [River Wear Coinmrs e Adamson,
2 AC 743; Easter Co c. Coin jnroller of /'nte,its. f898 AC 576; Agliore v. Rajrrandi;ri,
36 CWN 924; Dan/at i: Liquidators, 20 PR 1915 : 29 IC 272.

—Legal fiction.—Ful] effect must he given to the legal fiction created by the
statute. Harsh Ta,u/on e A D Al, A 1995 SC 676; See also Vu/las Lid. v. Union oJ
India, A 1995 SC 188].

—Same Words.—The same meaning ought to he given to same expression used
in the same statute at different places ILaic/rand e Rad/rakishwi, A 1977 SC 789]. It
would he unreasonable to hold that the Le g islature used the same word in different
senses in the same Act [R v Nag/oh-ala, 22 B 235, 2381, or in the same context
[Burma/i Oil Co 'n Baijirat/i, 59 IC 960; Mono/ran v. Jagwlish, 46 CWN 298 ] . It is
however recognised that if sufficient reasons exist, a word can he construed in one
part of an Act iii a different sense from that it bears in another part [Chidwnbara 'n
Rarna, A 1937 M 385 FB; In re NS Bank Asscn, 1866, 1 Ch A 547 (see judgment of
TURNER, Li, at p 550)]. Interpretations put upon certain words of a section by the
Privy Council apply equally to the same words in other sections [Sahedlia e Raja
Rain, 11 ALJ757:21 1063].

Same words in different Acts do not necessarily have the same Sense unless the
scope and object of all the statutes are similar [Nursing v. Choginull, 1939,  2 Cal 93
A 1939 C 435 FB]. It is always dangerous to seek to construe one statute with
reference to the words of another [Nippon Kais/ia v. Ramjiban, 42 CWN 677].

—Points Specifically Dealt With.—On points specifically dealt with by enact-
ments, courts cannot disregard or go outside the letter of the enactments, but must
ascertain the law b y interpreting the language used by the Legislature. But where no
specific rule exists, the court may act according to equity, justice and good cons-
cience, but it must he careful to see that its decision is based on sound principles and
not in conflict with them or the intention of the Legislature [I-/nh-urn C/rand r
Kama!a Nand, 33 C 027; see Nareiith-a e Kairralbasini, ante].

—General Words.—Gencral words in a statute must receive a general construc-
tion, unless it can be found in the statute itself some ground for limiting and retaining
their meaning by reasonable construction and not by arbitrary addition or
retrenchment [Jok/ra Rain v Rain Din, S A 419, 4251. It is the function of general
words to include things not specially named [Mimi/al t: Trustees, 45 C 343 : 22
CWN 1].

—Two Interpretations.—Of two' possible constructions, that one must he
preferred which is consistent with good sense and fairness, and eschew the other
which makes its operation unduly oppressive, unjust or unreasonable, or which
would lead to strange, inconsistent results or otherwise introducbe an element of
bewildering uncertainty and practical inconvenience in the working of the statute
[Dilip v. S, A 1976 SC 133; S v. C/thorabhai &c, A 1972 SC 971; S v. C'/iaturb/iuj, A
1976 SC 1697; S v, M K Kandaswaini, A 1975 SC 1871], or which sustains its
validity [S r Dadablioy's &c, A 1972 SC 614; Se C/i/zotab/iai &c, A 1972 SC 971;
S e M K Kandaswanzi, A 1975 SC 18711, or which sttstains its validity [S v
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fladahlioys c, A [972 Sc 14: S v. (.'hhoial7lrai kc. A 1972 SC 971: S i• Al K
,idaxsiaii,i, sup; $ r. Ps',n Suk/idas, A 1977 SC 16401 or which makes the part-

cular pi-ovisiomi pLIIpO'd I Union V. Swikalchand, A 1977 SC 232$] or which (curls
to make provisions constOutional, even if straining of language is necessary [S v.
Krishna, A 1978 SC 747], or which advances the remedy and suppresses the evils
the Le g islature envisioned [Carew & Co v. Union, A 1975 SC 2260]. When a word is
capable of various shades of meaning, the particular meaning to he attached must be
arrived at by reference to the scheme of hc Act or of the section as a whole [Ni/ma! v.
Sin, A 1939 L 388].

Reference Statute.—Lcgisla[ion by referential incorporation falls in two cate-
gories: First, where a statute b y specific reference incorporates the provisions of
another statute as of the time of adoption. Second, where a statute incorporates by
general reference the law concerning a particular subject, as a genus. In the case of
the former, the subsequent amendments made in the referred statute cannot auto-
matically be read into the adopting statute. In the ease of the latter category, it may be
presumed that the le g islative intent was to include all the subsequent amendments
also, made from time to time in the generic law on the subject adopted by general
reference [Bajya e Gopikahai. A 1978 SC 793].

—Special Acts.—Tf there is a special Act dealing with a particular case and later a
general Act is made including the subject of the special Act, the general Act does not
abrogate the special Act unless such intention is clear [Corpii of Madras v. Al E
Train wa ys Ls/, 54 M 364; Corpn of Montreal u Montreal IL Co IA, A 1932 PC 252
39 IC 6671.

—Inconsistent Acts and Sections.--Qf two inconsistent Acts, the latter is to be
read as having impliedly repealed the former [flaridasee e Manufacturers L I Co,
IA, 1937, 1 Cal 67]. Where two parts of the same statute are in conflict, the gover-
ning intention of the Legislature must be found out and that part which agrees with
that intention must be given effect to. The governing intention must prima facie he
taken to be that expressed in the section and not in the rules framed under it [Narsing
v. Chogmul, 1939, 2 Cal 93 FB : A 1939 C 435 FB (Institute of Patent Agents v.
Lockwood, 1894 AC 347 refd to)].

—Mandatory Enactments.—'No universal rule can he laid down for the
construction of statutes as to whether mandatory enactments shall he considered
directory only or obligatory with an implied nullification for disobedience. It is the
duty of courts of justice to try to get at the real intention of the Legislature by
carefully attending to the whole scope of the statute to be construed' (per LORD
CAMPBELL LC in Liverpool B Bank n Turner, 1860, 2 Dc GF & J 502 : 30 U Ch
379; relied on in Ramchwmdra v. Govind, A 1975 SC 915; Govt of As.vam m
Sahehulla, 27 C\VN 857 : 75 IC 129; see also Mat/mona m: Ramkumar, 23 CLI 26: 43
C 790]. In determining the question whether a provision is mandatory or directory,
the subject flatter, the importance of the provision, the relation of that provision to
the general object intended to he secured by the Act will decide whether the
provision is directory or mandatory [In re Presidential Election, 1974, A 1974 SC
1682; S v. V K Kangan, A 1975 SC 2190; Govindlal Agriculture Produce &c, A
1976 SC 263; Lachnmj Narayan &c e Union, A 1976 SC 714]. For the effect of the
word shall' see Raza Bu/and Sugar Co Ltd v. Munpi Board, A 1965 SC 895; Hiralal
n Rampadarath, A 1969 SC 244; P MA Metropolitan v. Moran, A 1995 SC 2001.

—Remedial Statutes.—'The words of a remedial statute must be construed so far
as they reasonably admit so as to secure that the relief contemplated by the statute
shall not be denied to the class intended to he relieved [per LORt) ATKtN in Thakur
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Raç'liura r. llj arici.wi, 48 CWN 439; Anaiul u Narain, 53 A 239 FBI. If the
lan guace of a statute can be construed widely SO OS to salvage the remedial
intendment, the court must adopt ill Cai'eo. & Co c Union, A 1975 SC 22601. Court
must interpret the law as it reads. While a purposive interpretation is permissible
where two interpretations are possible, the purposive interpretation must be such as
preserves the constitutionalit y of the provision. Tejkimiar Bcilakrishnci Ruin n A K
Menon, A 1997 SC 442, 445.

—Disabling Section.--Disahling rule should be strictly construed [Lachman u
Bansi, A 1931 L 79 12 L 275], If there is ambiguity as to the meaning of a disabling
section, the construction which is in favour of the freedom of the individual should
he given effect to [David i De Silva, A 1934 P036 : 148 10607

—Saving Clause.—A saving clause cannot be used to extend the scope of the
prohibition contained in the main or enacting clause, because a saving clause may
often be added by way of abundant caution [Punjab Prov i Dan/at, A 1942 PC-38
1942 FCR 671.

—Act Based on English Statute.—In construing a section of an Indian Act
which is professedly based on an English enactment, which in fact reproduces almost
word by word the language of an English enactment, we arc, in practice, if not in
theory, bound by the decisions of the English Court of Appeal fRame,tdra v.
Brajendra, 21 CWN 794; see also Jswarayya v. Swarnam, 58 IA 350 : A 1931 PC
234 35 CWN 11 85]. When a section of the English Act is in pari inateria with a
section of the Indian Act, the interpretation placed by English Courts upon section of
the English Act has great persuasive value [Sterling Gent Insurance Co lii c
Planters &c, A 1975 SC 4151. When a Colonial I .egislalure has passed an Act in the
same terms as an Imperial Statute and the latter has been authoritatively consti ued by
the Court of Appeal, such construction should he adopted by the courts of Colonies
[Trimble c Hill, LR 5 AC 342; Sirimathoo v Dorasinga, 2 IA 169; Bhimaji n
Citunilal, A 1932 B 344]. But English equitable doctrines should not he applied by
analogy to the clear provisions of an Indian Statute [Ariff u Jadwiath, 58 IA 91 A
1931 PC 791. Nor should English decisions be invoked when an Indian Statute is
framed on other lines [Bejoy v. Coinmrs, 60 IA 196 : A 1933 PC 145]. Courts should
not engraft on the plain meaning of the provisions of Acts, limitations founded on
technical rules of English law and pleadin g [Ramiah V. Somasi, 29 IC 449 : 29 MU
125]. When the law is codified in India, it is not open to the court to ignore that law
nod to fdllc;v the English lOw Voar V Ram. 53 IA 114]. A judge should not
interpret statutory law when it provides for a specific procedure, by reference to a
decision pronounced under a different system of procedure [Radha K/s/zen v Lakhmi
Chcmd, 24 CWN 454 56 IC 5411. As to use of En g lish ease-laws as authorities see
Post.

Act Giving Effect to International Convention.—In construing a statute giving
effect 10 international convention the court should maintain uniformity and follow the
construction put up by courts of other countries [see James Buchanan u Babco &c,
1977, 1 All ER 518; Ulster.Szt'zJi L4 o Tanuton Meat &c, 1977, 3 All ER 641].

—Statute Ousting Jurisdiction.—Statute oustin g jurisdiction of a civil court
must be very strictly construed [Shaiba I'd u Golammanjhi, 50 IC 454; Bu,'mah Oil
Co v Bazjnath, 59 IC 960; Barn v. Niadar, A 1942 L 217 FB; Kama t Bhajanlal, 45
IC 654]. It has to do it either by express terms or b y the use of such terms as would
necessarily lead to the inference of such exclusion [Musatnia Rabari, A 1969 SC
439 ] . A statute conferring jurisdiction impliedly grants also the power to do such
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acts, adopt Such measures, and ciiploy Such illearis as arc essentially necessary to its
cXCClitiOi)[ K iSin 111i a R(/(//?a (;/iniI. $0 CU 489].

Thejurisdiction ol a superior court can he taken away only by clear and
unambiguous terms. This dOCS not necessarily mean the employment of exprcss
words, but it may also he done by implication. But at all events it must he done
clearly [Jacobs i. lircu, 1875, 20 Eq 1, 6, 7 : 32 LT 522; Am-Ge,i/ V. Ma yor ofDublin, 30 RE 4,55; Naisini a Choy,nu/, 1939, 2 Cal 9$ : A 1939 C 435 : 43
CWN 613 FE].

—Reproduction of Words Receiving Judicial Construction.— Where a word of
doubtful meaning has received a clear judicial interpretation, the subsequent statute
which incorporates the same word or the same phrase in a similar Context, must he
construed so that thc word or phrase is interpreted according to the. meaning that has
been previously assigned to it Iper LORD BUCKMASTER in Barias a .4 S T & F CoLd, 1933 AC 402: 149 LT 169; Pancliavat Bd v. WJM Co., A 1939 M 42! : 1939
Mad 566).

—Other Rules of I nterpretation..,. change in the wordin g of the section does
not necessarily involve a change in the law. Amendments are often made to clear up
ambiguities ESecy of S a Purnendu, 40 C 123 : 17 CWN 11511. An amendment
clarifying an earliest ambiguo us provision can be useful aid in construing it even
though the amendnicnt is not given retrospective effect [Thini Mabickant 1,. S, A
1977 SC 518]. Even if the legislature has overlooked a provision or a provision has
been inserted or omitted through blunder, the court cannot make laws or amend them
tin re Bholanath, 58 C 801]. It is contrary to sound canons of construction to enlarge
the scope of the provisions of a statute by importing into it words which arc not to he
found there ]Maharaja a Ma/icnth yi, 34 CU 4651.

As to how far a repealed section can be referred to for construing an amended
Section, see Th-ad/aug/t a Clarke, 1883, 8 AC 354, 380: Twnalio/e a R, A 1949 PC
172. As to rules of construing repealing enactments, see i/iirwna/aLcamj a Suhra
/fltWlU/i. 40 M 1009.

Retrospective Effect.—While provisions of a statute dealing merely with matters
of procedure may properly, unless that construction he textually inadmissible, have
retrospective effect attributed to them, provisions which touch a right in existence at
the passing of the statute are not to be applied retrospectively in the absence of
express enactment or necessary intendment [Delhi C & C Al Co a I T Conzmrs, 54
IA 431 : A 1927 PC 242 : 32 CWN 237; Jose Da Costa a Bascora, A 1975 SC
1843]. Ordinarily, when the substantive law is altered during the pendency of an
action, rights of the parties are decided according to law, as it existed when the action
began unless the new statute shows a clear intention 10 vary such rights [Maxwell—
Interpretation of Statutes, 12th ed p 220; Kafjkara a Guatreddi, A 1974 SC 1069;
Pramatha a Sourai' 23 CWN 604 : 50 IC 335; Manjhaori a Akel, 17 CWN 889;
Rant krishna a Subbarava, 24 NILJ 54 : 18 IC 64]. Statutes should not be construed
so as to create new disabilities or obligations or impose new duties in respect of
transactions which were complete at the time when amending Act came into force

Ytj[Jui	 ayalakshmi &c i' S, A 1976 SC 1417; Nanigopal a 5, A 1970 SC 1636
1969, 2 SCR 411]. Statutes which arc properly of a merely declaratory character
have a retrospective effect. The mere fact that the expression 'it is declared' has been
used is not conclusive as to the character of the statute [Nawab a Kha/mjeh, 24 CWN
18 : 30 CU 122; sec also Jotirani a Janaki, 20 CWN 258 ] . Every statLite which takes
away or impairs a vested right acquired under existing laws or creates a new
obligation or imposes a new duty or attaches a new disability, in respect of tran-
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sactions or considerations already passed, must he deemed retrospective in operation
[Manjlioori o AkeI, sup; I'iaiiiat/ia u Sourcjt, 24 CWN 101 1 ]. Retrospec-tive
enactments oust he strictly conclusive as to the character of the statute lNaucth 1•

K/ia/ije/i, 24 CWN 1 8 30 CIJ 122; sec also Jotira,n v Jwiaki, 20 C\VN 2581.
Every statute which takes away or impairs a vested right acquired under existing
laws or creates a new obligation or imposes a new duty or attaches a new disability,
in respect of transactions or considerations already passed, must he deemed retros-
pective in operation [Man!/ioori v. /tkei, sup; P y wnatlia i". Sourai', 24 CWN 1011).
Retrospective enactments must he strictly construed [Zemindar c Rajalapati, 27 MU
718]. Enactments relating to procedure are always retrospective unless there is some
good reason or other why they should not he [Kedornath v. Thrini, 2 FLT 245 : 61 IC
4; Jagwnohan u Behan , 39 CWN 1006].

—Law of Evidence Retrospective.—The law of evidence is a law of mere
procedure and does not affect substantive rights and since ''alterations in the form of
procedure are always retrospective, unless there is some good reason or other why
they should not be" [Gardner v. Lucas, 1878, 3 AC 582], rules of evidence are
retrospective in their operation [Parasram i Mewa Kunwar, A 1930 A 561 1930
ALJ 8901 . Rules of evidence come into force at once and must be followed by the
courts in deciding on the rights of the parties, whatever may have been the previous
state of law in re g ard to the proper presumptions and burdens of proof [Secy of S i..
Jannkirwnayya, 29 MLJ 389].

Ejusdeni Generis.---Scope and extent of cjusdem goner is rule [Ainar i'
Collector, A 1972 SC 1863]. If the intention is clear, the occasion for the introduc-
tion of cjusdcm generis would not arise Hallingal i Secy of 5, 43 M 65 : 37 MU
332]. The ejusdem gcneris rule must be confined within narrow limits and general
words should receive their full and natural meaning. Further, there must be a distinct
genus which must comprise more than one species, before the rule can he applied IS
v. All Gulshan, A 1955 SC 810 : 1955, 2 SCR 867].

Statement of Objects and Reasons.—Statement of objects and reasons for
introducing a bill in the Legislature is not admissible as an aid to the construction of
the statute as enacted; far less can it control the meaning of the actual words used in
the Act. It can only he referred to for the limited purpose of ascertaining the
circumstances which actuated the sponsor of the bill to introduce it and the purpose
for doing so [Kumar Jagdish Chandra Sin/ia u Eileen K I'atricca D Rozarie, A 1995
SC 2740; A C Sharmc, t, Delhi Adnth;istratton, A !973 SC Q1: Central Bank of
India r Workers, A 1960 SC 12; S s Union, A 1963 SC 1241]. It is not even relevant
in a ease in which the language of the operative parts of the Act leaves no room to
doubt what was meant by the Legislature [S v. C/ianaii, A 1976 SC 1654; Pathumma
v. 5, A 1978 SC 7711. But it gives an indication as to what the Legislawrc intended to
achieve [Workineii &c of Firestone v Management, A 1973 SC 1227]. Statement of
Objects and Reasons and draft Bill were however cited in Iliralal i 1?, 28 CWN 968.

Report of Select Committee cannot be referred to in construing a statute
[Mahalciks/imi Shamrangini, 45 CWN 526; Madho r Skinner, A 1942 L 243].
Where however, there is ambiguity in a statute the court may have regard to the
report of a committee presented to Parliament containing proposal for legislation
which resulted in the enactment of the statute in order to determine the mischief
intended to be remedied [Black-Clauson &c u Papierwanke, (1975) 1 All ER (HL)].

Proceedings of Legislature are excluded from consideration in the judicial
construction of statutes lAd,nr Cciii u Prein Lal, 22 IA 107 : 22 C 788; R u Sri
Churn, 22 C 1017 PB; iVafiir u Bhiku, 35 CWN 19; Shidramappa v. Ncelad'abai, 57
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B 377; Atishna v. Nullan'nww1, 47 IA 33 : A 1920 IV 56 : 43 M 550; hiram! u
J'amsram A 1942 N 5 Hari Aluhw,i e ./wiwl. A 1942 P 304 ( 2 )1, but they may be
referred to br the object of the statuc !Firm of Rataii i. Sahirain, 52 IC 1391.
Proceedings in Parliament are scarcely a le g itimate or helpful aid in thc construction
of the statutes and no observation made there can vary the plain meanin g of the
statutory language which is otherwise clear and unambi guous [R I. Narasunham a
Union, A 1972 SC 2405]. The reasons stated by the mover of' the amendment can
only be usccl as an aid in interpretation if it helps considerably in understanding the
meaning of the amended law [Loka Shikshana Trust v. CIT, A 1976 SC 10]. In a case
of difficulty, proceedings of Legislature were referred to to obtain light on the
intention and scope of a section [R a Kai-lick, 14 C 721, 728 F13,--a decision before
22 C 788 PC]. The court should refrain from examining the discussion and the views
of the legislative authorit y. It has to look to the meaning of the word only [Sudarshan
v. E I R, 17 ALJ 1031 : 52 IC 644]. No reference can be made to the introductory
note to a Code or to any statement of reasons for leg islation unless it be where a
section is ambiguous [Legal Rein a Tarak, 62 C 666]. Proceedings of the legislature
including statements of objects and reasons and the debates must be excluded. Nor
are the courts at liberty to refer to the Bill in the original form [Dehendra p.
Joendra A 1936 C 593; Shanta a Basudevanand, 52 A 619 FB : A 1930 A 225].

Debate Upon the Bilk—For the purpose of construing an Act, the debate upon
the Bill, when before the Legislative Council, is riot to be referred to [Krishna a.
Nallaperitmal, 47 IA 33, 42 : A 1920, PC 56; Aswini a Arahinda, A 1952 SC 369:
1953 SCR 1; Gopal v. Sakhoji, 18 B 133; Rajmal a Ilarnam, 9 L 260; R v. Ratansi,
53 B 627; In ic Harkishen, A 1937 L 497 SB; Zeminc/ar a Rajalapati, 27 MU 71 8;
In re 'New Sind', A 1942 S 65]. If debates in the Le g islature should not be referred
to, it seems to he still less legitimate to refer to expressions of antecedent views of
Government which may have been modified during the passing of a Bill through the
legislature, to interpret the plain words of an Act lKandalain a Sccv of S, 14 MLT
454]. Speeches during the passing of the Bill cannot be looked at to interpret a
section [Zenzindar a Rajalapati, 27 MU 718].

Marginal Notes.—For relevance of marginal headin g see P lvi A Metropolitan v.
Moran, A 1995 SC 2001. The marginal notes in an Indian statute cannot be referred to
for the purpose of construing it [Balraj v. Jagatpal, 31 IA 132 : 8 CWN 699; Nawab
Bahadur a Gopinath, 13 CU 625, 631; Dhunfib/Io%' a Gun/ia, A 1933 B 338; Corpn of
Calcutta a Arun, 38 CWN 153; D'Souza a Reserve Bank, A 1946 B 510] . Judges
should refrain from giving weight to marginal notes an'I side-notes [Parsons V. B N
Laboratories, 1963, 2 All ER 674] . In Balmj V. Jagaipal, sup, the Judicial Committee
observed: "It is well-settled that marginal notes to the sections of an .Act of Parliament
cannot he referred to for the purpose of construing the Act. The contrary opinion
originated in a mistake, and it has been exploded long ago." The marginal note cannot
control the meaning of the body of the section if its language is clear and unambiguous
[Nalinak/iya a Shyam, A 1953 SC 148 : 1953 SCR 533]. The marginal notes are not
parts of the section [Bahadur a R, 41 CLJ 45; see also Dulthi a /-iollway, 23 C 55; folld
in PwiarDeo a Ram Sarup, 25 C 858:2 CVN 577, and R p Hari, 21 A 391]. They
are not binding as an explanation or construction of the section [Shk chaininan a. R, I
PLT 11: 64 IC 623; Aiyalam a Secy of S, 42 M 451 :51 IC 46] . Marginal notes cannot
be referred to in clearing ambiguity in the text, but it may with advantage be referred to
when it confirms the conclusion warranted by the language of the section [Lahore Bank
a. Kedar, 31 SC 746:36 PR 1916; see however Kameshivar a Bhikan, 20 C 609; R a.
Ismail, 57 B 536 FB]. Marginal notes may shed some light in ambiguous situations [R S
Joshi v. Ajit Milla, A 1977 SC 2279].
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The true principle appears to he that where the languagc is precise and clear,
rnare] n al notes cannot be relerred to, but where the court is unable to collect the
precise intention of the Legislature, there is no reason why mar g inal notes should not
he resorted to as extraneous aids [D/iaruar U 11(111k Ld i Kri.rnarao, A 1937 B 198:
Rainsaran i I3hagn'at, A 1929, A 53 :51 A 411 FB; R i Fula/.thai, A 1940 B 363].
In Bushell i Hammond, 1904, 2 KB 563 : 73 LJKB 1006, 1007, COLLINS, MR, said:
'This side-note, also, although it forms no part of the section, is of some assistance,
inasmuch as it shows the drift of the section." F'olicl in Indian Aluminium Co e
Kerala &c, A 1975 SC 1967; Muradan i'. Secy of S, 1939, 1 Cal 452: A 1939 C 313.
Where a particular construction leads to a conflict of rights granted by the Act and
those acquirer! under old Act repealed by it, marginal notes can be looked into
[Thakur v Kamtan	 math, A 1939 N 230]. The forer rule has not always been
observed and marginal notes have oil 	 occasions been made use of [see Isivari e
Se/l, 55 CWN 719; R e Ismail, A 1933 B 417; S n Henian, A 1952 B 16; Sreresh
Bank of Cal, 54 CWN 832, 836; Ramnsamwi v. B/ia gwat, sup].

Illustrations.---- Illustrations in Acts ought never to be allowed to control the plain
meaning of the Section to which they are appended, specially when the effect WoLild
be to curtail a right which the section in its ordinary sense would confer [Ka y/ash e
Sanatun, 7 C 132 : 8 CLR 283; OffI. Assignee v. Sampcnh, A 1933 M 795; Maruti e
Bankat, A 1933 B 313; see Satya Priya v. Gohinda, 14 CWN 414, 419 : 11 CU
236 1 . Remarks on the legal character of the "Illustrations" attached to Acts of Indian
Legislature and the opinion expressed that they form no part of these Acts [per
STUART CJ, in Nanakram i Me/un, I A 487, 495-96 and the cases therein referred to;
see also, Dubey Ganeshi, IA 34, 36 : R v. Raluimat, I B 147, 155 and Slik Omned
Nidhee, 22 WR 367, 3681. They are not. exhaustive of the meaning of a section
[Aniruddha Arabinda, A 1946 C 396] yet they furnish some indication of the
presumable intention of the Legislature [B '.'. Fakirapa, 15 B 491, 496; GuJjulal e
Futteh, 6 C 171, 185; Satis v. Ramdayal, 24 CWN 982; see R e Chidda, 3 A 573,
575; Surjanarayan e Bissamnb/uur, 23 WR 311].

Illustrations "are to be taken as part of the statute" [per LORD ATKINSON in Lola
Bala l .4/md, 23 CWN 233, 237 : 48 IC 1; Ma/ies/i C/mood Sharma ' Raj Kuinari
Sharma, A 1996 SC 8691. The court should accept the illustrations—if that can be
done—as being both of relevance and value in construing the text. To reject them on
the ground of assumed repugnancy would be the very last resort of construction. The
great usefulness of tile illustrations, which have, although not part of the sections,
been expressly Furnished by the legis1atur as neipiui in iiic woikiig cuid applicatien
of the statute should not he impaired [LORD SHAW, in Md Syedol v. Veohoolyami, 43
IA 256 : 21 CWN 257, 264 : A 1916, PC 242 (relied on in Muralidhar m'. IF Co, A
1943 PC 34 : 70 IA 35); Durga Priya v. Durga Pada, 55 C 154 : Hein v. Narendra,
38 CWN 101 Janoo & Co e Heap & So/Is Ld, 46 IC 497 : II Bur LT 9]. But an
illustration though a part of the Section ordinarily exemplifies the particular section to
which it is appended [Krishaadas v. Dit'arkadas, 1937 Bom 679 : A 1936 B 459].
Sec. 73 illus. (a) of the Contract Act contains an authoritative interprehation of the
section for such a case [FIa lee Ismail e Wilson & Co, 41 M 1091. Where the meaning
of a Section is doubtful, a reference to an illustration is justified. But if there is a
conflict between the section and illustration, the latter must give way to the former
[Sajidunnissa v. Hidayad, 80 IC 896 (A)].

Definition.—The words 'means and includes' in the definition clause would
indicate that the definition in exhaustive. P Kasilingam v. P S G College, A 1995 SC
1395. For construing definition clause in the Act connected definitions contained in
Ihe Rules should he taken into consideration. P Kasilingam n P S  College, A 1995
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SC I 395. '1rrus defined in an Act must be given the nieanines contained therein
unless it is clear that they Must be given different Ilicaniugs 

1Q111 Liq i legal, A1939, A I]. 'File courts are not at liberty to import into he Code definitions which arc
Provided for the purpose of some other Acts FR i: Ram/al, 15 A 141, 1431. The frame
of any definition, more often than riot, is capable of being made flexible. But the
precision and certainty in law requires that it should not be made loose and kept tight
as far as possible [Ka/va Singh v Gejidalal, A 1975 SC 1634].

interpretation C!ause.—Sce post, s 3.

Exceptions—An exception is required to be interpreted strictly and should not he
allowed to affect the general rule, nor can it he so interpreted as to nullify or destroy
the main provision [Maggi i: Sitaram, A 1978 Raj H. Where there are in the same
section exceptions, it may be assumed, unless it otherwise appears from the
language, that exceptions were necessary, as otherwise the subject matter of the
exceptions would have come within the operative provisions of the section [BonthavProc i flormiisji, A 1947 PC 200: 74 IA 130].

Explanation.—An explanation does not enlarge the scope of the original section
[Kishmi i: P,-eiii, A 1939 1, 587]. If on a true reading of an explanation it appears that
it has widened the scope of the main section, effect must be given to legislative intent
notwithstanding the fact that the legislature named that provision as an Explanation

e[Hire/al STO, A 1973 SC 1034]. Although the orthodox function of an explanation
is to explain the meaning and effect of the main provision the intention of the
legislature is paramount and mere use of a label cannot control or deflect such
intention [Dattati-ava v. 5, A 1977 SC 9151.

Forms.—An act should not he construed by reference to the forms prescribed
under its rule-making power [f'andiri e Maturi, A 1941 M 152].

Heading.—The heading of a chapter could be looked into for the purpose of
construing the sections [Da'arkwiat/i v Tafazar, 20 CWN 1097; OJJl AssigneeClumnjrain 34 Born LR 1615]. It is of no material assistance in construing a section
[Secy of S. i' Mask & Co., 67 IA 222: A 1940 PC 105]. It may be referred to for
finding out the meaning of a doubtful expression [B. v Ismail, 57 B 537]. Under theEnglish law the headin g s prefixed to sections or sets of sections in some of th

ose sections. They cannot control the
emodern statutes are regarded as Preambles to those 

plain words of the statute, but they may explain ambi g uous words [MAXWELL, 11thed, p 49; see also Corpn of Ca/curia e Sub-Post Master, 54 CWN 429; JankiJagaiinatl,, 3 PU I FB: A 1918 p 39$; Ja,zu n Fakira, 13 NLR 181 (Mukhunlall i:Koondunial, 15 BLR 228, 234: 2 IA 210 reid to)]. But the headin g s or sub-headings
cannot restrict or extend the scope of the sections, when the language used is free
from ambiguity [Savitri v. Diva,-ka, A 1939 A 305]. The heading to a group of
sections ought not to he pressed into a constructive limitation upon the exercise of
the powers given by the express words of the Act [Narma n Bombay Mum!. Comnir,45 IA 125 : A 1920 PC 20 : 23 CWN 110] . A heading to one group of sections
cannot he used to inlcrpret another group of sections [Shelly n LCC. 1949 AC 56,
591. Headings do not control the substantive sections [Durga e A'arain, A 1931 A597 FB; Har Pd n Di Magic, A 1949, A 403 ] . While headings may be looked at to
resolve any doubt as to ambiguous words, they cannot he used to give a different
effect to clear words in the section where there is no doubt as to their ordinary
meaning [R, Surrey Ass Corn, 1948, I KB 29, 32 per Lot) GoI)DAJu, CJJ.

Punctuation.—It was held in Taylor n Bleach, 39 B 182 and Isap n Ahra/iamji,
41 B 588 that punctuation could he taken into consideration in intcvpreting an Act.
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But this is not good law. In Duke of Devonshire 1'. O'Connor, LR 24 Q131) 468,
LORD Esuru, MR said: In an Act of Parliament there are no such things as brackets
any more than there are such things as stops." Commas are no part of the statute
[Pugh v, Asutosli, 56 IA 93, 100 : A 1929 PC 69 : 33 CWN 323; Borgonha v. B, 22
Born LR 361; Indian Cotton Co v. Han, A 1937 II 39; Bando & Co i Corpn of
Calcutta, 43 CWN 1173] and it is an error to rely on punctuation in construing Act
[Maharani of Burdn'an v. Krishna Kamini, 14 IA 20 : 14 C 365, 372; Maui/al 'a
Trustees, 22 CWN 1, 23: 45 C 343; Gobardhan 'a S, A 1957 P 3401. The present
trend however is to refer to punctuation in proper cases [see lswari v. Sea, 55 CWN
719; R 'a Ismail, A 1933 B 417]. Although punctuation is not a part of a statute
where it is not contendedthat a punctuation is not wrongly placed, there is no reason
why punctuation should not be taken as a good 'guide for the purpose of under-
standing the sense of the passage in which it occurs [Birendra 'a Nagendra, 39 CWN
910].

Proviso.—If, on a fair construction, the principal provision is clear, a proviso
cannot expand or limit it. A proviso must he limited to the subject matter of the
enacting clause. A proviso mu st prima facie he read and considered in relation to the
principal matter to which it is a proviso. It is not a separate or independent enactment
[Dwarka Pd 'a Dwarkadas, A 1975 SC 17581. But when there is doubt as to the true
meaning of the substantive part of the section, the words of a proviso may he legiti-
mately looked to [Sankaran 'a Rainaswami, 41 M 691 : 34 MLJ 446]. In exceptional
cases proviso may be substantive provision itself [Bd of Rev v. Ramkishan, A 1968
SC 59] . In the context, setting and purpose of a provision, even a proviso may
function as an independent clause Dattatraya v. S, A 1977 SC 915]. Proviso should
receive a strict construction ]Perichiappa 'a Nachiappa, A 1932 M 46]. Ordinarily a
proviso to a section is intended to take out. a part of the main section for special
treatment. It is not expected to enlarge the scope of the main section. But cases have
arisen in which the court has held that a proviso is really a separate provision
substantially altering the main section [Hiralal 'a STO, A 1973 SC 1034]. The
proviso and the main provision should be read harmoniously. C S 7' v. B G Pa pal, A
1995 SC 865.

Proposed Amendment.—A judge is wrong in referring to the amendments of law
proposed where they have not become part of the law [Abdul 'a R, 36 CII 1531.

Government Resolution.—Government resolution cannot override the law [R v.

Gopal A 1933 B 2341.

Precedents as Aids to Construction.—Decided cases effectively construe the
words of a statute and establish principles and rules whereby its scope and effect may
be interpreted. But there is always a danger that in the course of this process the
terms of the statute may conic to be unduly extended and attention may he diverted
from what has been enacted to what was judicially said about the enactment [Aft
Geni of Canada 'a An Geni of Ontario, A 1932 PC 36: 135 IC 754].


